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2015 Best Asean
Storage Vendor
!

In October 2015, EMC made the news all
over the globe when it was announced that
they will be acquired by Dell for about
US$67 billion, making it the biggest ever
technology M&A exercise ever.
This impending acquisition doesn’t seem to
have diminished EMC’s standing among
the DSA readers who have overwhelmingly
voted the company as the Best Storage
Vendor in 2015.
We know that EMC even if integrated in
within Dell has a lot of transformation to
undergo in this rapidly changing market.
However this strong voice of support from
our readership shows that confidence and
faith in EMC remains high in this region.
Through innovative products and services,
EMC accelerates the journey to cloud
computing, helping IT departments to
store, manage, protect and analyse their
most valuable asset — information — in a
more agile, trusted and cost-efficient way.
As it is, EMC works with organisations
around the world, in every industry, in the
public and private sectors, and of every
size, from startups to the Fortune Global
500.
Its customers include global money centre
banks and other leading financial services
firms, manufacturers, healthcare and life
sciences organisations, Internet service
and telecommunications providers, airlines

and transportation companies, educational
institutions, and public sector agencies.
Today, EMC is supported by thousands of
technical R&D employees around the globe
and operates R&D centers in Brazil, China,
France,
India,
Ireland,
Israel,
the
Netherlands, Russia, Singapore, and the
U.S., and manufacturing facilities in the U.S.
and Ireland.
Despite the impending merger with Dell,
EMC continues on releasing a broad range
of products and solutions designed to
seamlessly connect primary storage and
data protection systems to private and public
clouds.
Last November, EMC is extending its out-ofthe box enterprise cloud solutions delivering
choice, flexibility and peace-of-mind with
easy-to-deploy,
easy-to-manage
cloud
tiering to and from a number of storage
platforms.
EMC is also launching a number of new
data protection features that provide
customers with the tools they need to
ensure their data is protected wherever it
resides, regardless of what might happen.
Looks like, whatever the future holds for the
company, EMC products and technologies,
whether in its present or other forms, will
continue to exist and support customers.
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2015 Best Asean
Software Defined Storage Vendor
!

We were surprised that VMware came out
as the Software Defined Storage (SDS)
Vendor of the year but in hindsight perhaps
we should not have been. The bottom line
is whatever the arguments about the right
and wrong approaches to SDS, VMware
are making it easy to add a layer of
abstraction across any type of storage and
for many this is all they are looking for at
this time. This vote of confidence from our
readers shows that VMware is truly
evolving from being considered a server
hypervisor company.
VMware Virtual SAN is VMware’s
software-defined storage solution for
hyperconverged infrastructure, a softwaredriven architecture that delivers tightly
integrated compute, networking and
shared storage from a single, virtualized
x86 server. Virtual SAN delivers high
performance, highly resilient shared
storage by clustering server-attached flash

devices and/or hard disks (HDDs).
Virtual
SAN
delivers enterprise-class
storage services for virtualized production
environments
along
with
predictable
scalability and all-flash performance—all at
a fraction of the price of traditional, purposebuilt storage arrays. Just like vSphere,
Virtual SAN provides users the flexibility and
control to choose from a wide range of
hardware options and easily deploy and
manage it for a variety of IT workloads and
use cases. Virtual SAN can be configured as
all-flash or hybrid storage.
The industry argues and debates the
definitions of what true SDS is, but for
VMware users with Virtual SAN VMware are
offering their own customers a quick and
easy path to implement software defined
storage
capability
in
their
VMware
environment.
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2015 Best Asean
Data Storage Newcomer
!

Pure Storage, is without a doubt, the
market’s leading independent now publicly
owned solid-state array vendor. We have
seen Pure storage put large investment into
the region with significant sales, marketing
and technical in Singapore and beyond,
aggressive and sustained marketing and
significant partner recruitment. In our
opinion they shouted loud in 2015 and as
such we were not surprised to see Pure
Storage take the award as best ASEAN
Newcomer.
Pure Storage sells data storage systems
based on flash memory chips — essentially
the same chips found in a common USB
thumb drive — instead of hard drives. Over
the last few years it has challenged
established enterprise storage incumbents
like EMC and NetApp.
Its speciality is in what’s known, in industry
lingo, as tier-one storage, the gear a
company uses to store its most important
and frequently used data, and which
represents the sweet spot in the enterprise
storage business.
In November, the company reported the
results of its first quarter as a public
company and bested the expectations of
analysts and shareholders alike. Its shares
spiked by nearly 7 percent on Friday.

The numbers tell a tale that may not have
been apparent two months earlier when Pure
Storage’s shares fell 6 percent in their debut
on the New York Stock exchange. Despite
that, Pure Storage’s sales rose 167 percent
year-on-year, and the quarterly loss at 18
cents was 12 cents better than analysts had
expected. The company also boosted its
outlook for the current quarter.
Also in November, the company delivers new
innovations that dramatically simplify storage
ownership. New solutions include: Pure1
Global Insight to revolutionize customer
support from “proactive” to “predictive,” Pure1
Capacity Planner, and next-generation 3D
TLC NAND flash technology. FlashStack
Converged Infrastructure now also includes
solutions for Oracle and SAP.
With these new advancements, Pure Storage
kicks off a new era in storage, transforming IT
and businesses to accelerate innovation.
Simplicity is at the core of Pure Storage and is
the key to exceeding customer expectations
and increasing customer loyalty.
With these new products, CEO Scott Dietzen
said they are doing nothing short of redefining modern storage with simplicity first,
and are constantly amazed by what
customers are doing with the time and money
we’re giving back in the process.
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2015 Best Asean
Hyperconverged Vendor
!

In our view this award owes much to the
obvious investment simplivity put into the
ASEAN region in 2015. No doubt the
technology is strong, but in regions like
ours IT managers need to see commitment
and investment into the region before they
feel secure in any given technology. We
noticed a big push from Simplivity in this
respect in 2015 and feel sure that would
have contributed to our readers voting for
them as this year’s winner.
Since launching its first product in April
2013, the world’s leading companies have
relied on SimpliVity’s hyperconverged
infrastructure to transform their data
centres.
And, SimpliVity has been recognised by
the industry for its stellar leadership team,
channel acumen and friendliness, and
product innovation.
The company is headquartered in
Massachusetts,
with
sales
offices
throughout the United States, Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, and the Pacific Rim.
SimpliVity’s business model is 100%
indirect, and its solutions and professional
services are available through its network
of worldwide resellers and distributors.
SimpliVity’s ground-breaking foundational
technology is based on the OmniStack
Data Virtualisation Platform and its
revolutionary OmniStack Accelerator Card.
The Data Virtualisation Platform is a
globally-aware file system with data
optimisation techniques that enables a
single shared resource pool across

multiple sites, and provides highly-efficient
data storage, management, and mobility.
It abstracts data from its underlying
hardware,
enabling
x86
server
independence,
shifting
policies
and
management
from
infrastructure
components
to
the
application
workload/virtual machine level.
The OmniStack Accelerator Card is a
purpose-built PCIe card that offloads
OmniStack’s global inline deduplication,
compression, and optimization processes to
provide
the
predictable
and
peak
performance that tier 1 mission critical
applications require.
Last November, SimpliVity announced the
results of a Forrester Total Economic Impact
(TEI) study that examined the return on
investment (ROI) that enterprises realise by
deploying SimpliVity technology.
The 2015 study entitled The Total Economic
Impact Of SimpliVity Hyperconverged
Infrastructure, which was commissioned by
SimpliVity and conducted by Forrester
Consulting, found that customers who
deployed
SimpliVity
hyperconverged
infrastructure realised storage efficiencies of
60:1 on average and experienced a payback
period of only 6.6 months for their
investment.
Remarkable feat for rather a “young”
company in this space. We can certainly
expect more from SimpliVity in the years to
com

.
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2015 Best Asean
Data Protection Vendor
!

Veeam
Software
weathered
stiff
competition to emerge victorious in this
category. This category was the hardest
fought with 10 votes separating three
companies. In a market where many
companies are improving their own
Virtualised offerings, it is impressive that
Veeam has managed to secure the award
in 2015.
Founded in 2006, the company recognises
the new challenges enterprises of all sizes
across the globe face in enabling the
Always-On Business, one that must
operate 24/7/365. To address this, Veeam
has pioneered a new market of Availability
for the Always-On Enterprise.
Unlike “Legacy Backup” solutions which
provide recovery time (RTO) and recovery
point objectives (RPO) of hours or days,
Veeam helps enterprises meet recovery
time and point objectives (RTPO) of less
than 15 minutes for all applications and
data.
This is achieved through a fundamentally
new kind of holistic solution that delivers
high-speed recovery, data loss avoidance,
verified protection, leveraged data and
complete visibility.
Veeam
Availability
Suite,
which
includes Veeam Backup & Replication,
leverages virtualisation, storage, and cloud
technologies that enable the modern data
centre to help organisations save time,
mitigate risks, and dramatically reduce

capital and operational costs.
In June, the company announced that the
new Veeam Availability Suite v9, to be
released late 2015, will integrate with EMC
VNX and VNXe hybrid storage arrays.
As a result of Veeam’s ability to integrate
with EMC, enterprise IT will be able to
use Veeam
Backup
from
Storage
Snapshots to rapidly create backups from
EMC VNX or VNXe storage snapshots up to
20 times faster than competing products.
In addition, IT can easily recover individual
items from these storage snapshots in two
minutes or less through the use of Veeam
Explorer for Storage Snapshots, without the
need for staging or any other intermediate
steps.
With this latest update, Veeam is able to
bring additional restore granularity and
intelligence to recovery from VNX storage
snapshots.
Veeam Explorer for Storage Snapshots
enables
multiple
recovery
scenarios,
whether recovering an individual file,
restoring an individual application item such
as an Exchange e-mail or SharePoint
document, or even recovering a single VM in
a matter of minutes.
As a result of this integration, users can
achieve much lower RPOs (recovery point
objectives) and lower RTOs (recovery time
objectives) with minimal impact on
production VMs.

.
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2015 Best Asean
Cloud Storage Vendor
!

Amazon Web Services (AWS), Amazon’s
most profitable entity, is DSA readers’
most preferred cloud storage vendor in
2015. After all, AWS is definitely the fastest
growing company in this market space.
Anecdotally we feel that AWS S3 storage
is the easy and fast way to start the more
complete journey to cloud computing this
accolade by our readership seems to
corroborate that view.
As a matter of fact, Deutsche Bank
estimates that AWS, which is less than a
decade old, could soon be worth $160
billion as a stand-alone company. That’s
more valuable than Intel.
Launched in 2006, Amazon Web Services
(AWS) began exposing key infrastructure
services to businesses in the form of web
services -- now widely known as cloud
computing.
The ultimate benefit of cloud computing,
and AWS, is the ability to leverage a new
business
model
and
turn
capital
infrastructure expenses into variable costs.

Businesses no longer need to plan and
procure servers and other IT resources
weeks or months in advance.
Using AWS, businesses can take advantage
of Amazon's expertise and economies of
scale to access resources when their
business needs them, delivering results
faster and at a lower cost.
Today, Amazon Web Services provides a
highly
reliable,
scalable,
low-cost
infrastructure platform in the cloud that
powers hundreds of thousands of enterprise,
government
and
startup
customers
businesses in 190 countries around the
world.
AWS offers over 30 different services,
including Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2), Amazon Simple Storage
Service (Amazon S3) and Amazon
Relational Database Service (Amazon
RDS). AWS services are available to
customers from data centre locations in the
U.S., Brazil, Europe, Japan, Singapore and
Australia.
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2015 Best Asean
Big Data Vendor
!

Cloudera, the leading innovator in and
largest contributor to the Hadoop open
source software community, is the clear
winner in this category. DSA interviewed
Cloudera’s CEO Tom Reilly earlier in 2015
and at the time we were impressed with his
knowledge of ASEAN and that compared
to his peers he placed noticeable priority
on this market. We are sure that this
serious focus must have contributed to our
readers voting Cloudera the best Big Data
Company in Asean for 2015
Founded in 2008, Cloudera was the first
company
to
commercialise
Apache
Hadoop and to develop enterprise-grade
solutions built on this powerful open source
technology. Today, Cloudera has the
largest share and is widely recognized as
the standard in enterprise Hadoop.
Cloudera’s founders came together with a
shared vision to make Hadoop reliable and
deliver
the
capabilities
enterprise
customers require. In 2009, Cloudera
introduced the first version of its Hadoop
distribution, known as CDH (Cloudera’s
distribution including Apache Hadoop).
Today, the company is already shipping
the fifth generation of CDH, comprising
more than 25 distinct open source projects.
Last November, the company announced
that it has further matured Apache Spark
integration
within
Apache
Hadoop
environments, with critical achievements
around usability and interoperability
throughout the past year.

To further expand the enterprise capabilities
of this powerful data processing engine,
Cloudera has added support for Spark SQL
and MLlib into Cloudera Enterprise 5.5 and
CDH 5.5, which the company launched
earlier.
Over the past year, Cloudera has made
significant strides in maturing Spark to
address a wider range of data processing
use cases, including end-to-end Internet of
Things (IoT) applications, simpler batch
processing, and native machine learning.
As more customers aimed to take
advantage of Internet of Things and realtime streaming data, they needed an
enterprise-grade stream processing engine
to support their applications. To address
this, Cloudera led development on Spark
Streaming resiliency, ensuring zero data
loss and bringing it up to production
standards.
This critical improvement, paired with
the integration of Apache Kafka within the
platform, has allowed Cloudera customers to
build complete IoT applications within a
unified platform and has had a drastic
impact on Spark Streaming adoption overall.
With all these development, Cloudera is set
to continue to be the vendor of choice that
delivers a data management solution built
on Hadoop that includes comprehensive
security, robust system management and
unified data management.
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2015 Best Asean
Flash Storage Vendor
!

Pure Storage made a big splash in ASEAN
in 2015, the publicity around their IPO
along with strong visibility in the region
combined with notable customer wins point
to why Pure Storage has been voted as
the best flash specialist in ASEAN 2015.
Pure Storage sells data storage systems
based on flash memory chips —
essentially the same chips found in a
common USB thumb drive — instead of
hard drives. Over the last few years it has
challenged established enterprise storage
incumbents like EMC and NetApp.
Its speciality is in what’s known, in industry
lingo, as tier-one storage, the gear a
company uses to store its most important
and frequently used data, and which
represents the sweet spot in the enterprise
storage business.
In November, the company reported the
results of its first quarter as a public
company and bested the expectations of
analysts and shareholders alike. Its shares
spiked by nearly 7 percent on Friday.
The numbers tell a tale that may not have
been apparent two months earlier when
Pure Storage’s shares fell 6 percent in
their debut on the New York Stock
exchange. Despite that, Pure Storage’s

sales rose 167 percent year-on-year, and
the quarterly loss at 18 cents was 12 cents
better than analysts had expected. The
company also boosted its outlook for the
current quarter.
Also in November, the company delivers
new innovations that dramatically simplify
storage ownership. New solutions include:
Pure1 Global Insight to revolutionize
customer support from “proactive” to
“predictive,” Pure1 Capacity Planner, and
next-generation 3D TLC NAND flash
technology.
FlashStack
Converged
Infrastructure now also includes solutions for
Oracle and SAP.
With these new advancements, Pure
Storage kicks off a new era in storage,
transforming
IT and
businesses
to
accelerate innovation. Simplicity is at the
core of Pure Storage and is the key to
exceeding customer expectations and
increasing customer loyalty.
With these new products, CEO Scott
Dietzen said they are doing nothing short of
re-defining modern storage with simplicity
first, and are constantly amazed by what
customers are doing with the time and
money we’re giving back in the process.
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2015 Best Asean ± Joint Winners
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Stanley  Lee  -  Manager,  Engineering  Solutions,   	
  
Zerto  APJ

Justin  Ng  -  Senior  Technical  Consultant,  
CommVault  Systems

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Stanley  is  the  Engineering  Manager  for  Zerto  APJ.  He  
is  responsible  for  managing  and  supporting  presales  
and   sales  team,  enabling  channel  partners,  building  
and   implementing   technical   education   programs,  
conducting   proof   of   concepts,   in   addition   to  
overseeing   large   enterprise   implementations.    
Stanley   came   with   years   of   experience   in   the  
virtualisation   and   SAN   storage   background.     His  
previous   role   at   EMC   saw   Stanley   managing   and  
supporting   the   Inside   Sales   team   across   the   South  
East  Asia  region.    A  tenure  at  EMC  also  saw  Stanley  
accorded  with  awards  and  honours  for  being  the  EMC  
6($ 7RS *XQ 3UHVDOHV LQ  3UHVLGHQW¶V &OXE LQ
2013  and  2014  for  high  achievers,  and  also  the  EMC  
GEO  (SEA)  Award  in  2013  for  Presales  contribution.    
For  Zerto  in  the  APJ  region,  5  months  in,  Stanley  was  
instrumental  in  closing  the  first  ASEAN  Zerto  deals  for  
Malaysia   and   Indonesia   respectively.   His   presales  
activities  from  presentation  to  demo,  proof  of  concept  
and   his   continued   engagement   with   partners   and  
customers   have   assisted   in   closing   deals   across   the  
region.

.

Justin   is   currently   with   CommVault   Systems  
where  he  uses  his  technical  knowledge  to  design  	
  
and  provide  technical  advice  on  how  CommVault  
	
  
software   integrateV ZLWK FXVWRPHUV¶ KDUGZDUH
and   software.   In   addition,   Justin   frequently  
	
  
provides  assistance  and  advise  to  his  colleagues  
on  
various  
technologies.  	
  
Having  completed  his  education  at  the  National  
University  of  Singapore,  Justin  started  out  as  an  
IT   consultant   in   National   Computer   Systems  
(NCS).  The  roles  Justin  performed  during  his  19  
years  in  NCS  ranged  from  End  User  Computing  
Support   to   the   design,   deployment,   migration  
and  management  of  server  systems  for  Intranet,  
Internet  
and  
Email.  
The  types  of  projects  Justin  has  been  involved  in  
include  migration  of  Enterprise  Directory  services  
to  Microsoft  Active  Directory,  migration  of  Email  
systems   to   Microsoft   Exchange   Server   and  
implementation   of   Web   based   Intranet   or  
Internet   systems   for   both   government   and  
commercial  
customers.  
To  be  able  to  successfully  complete  the  projects,  
Justin  quickly  picked  up  new  IT  technologies  such  
as   TCP/IP   networking   protocols,   Network   and  
Server   security,   server   virtualization   and  
Microsoft  technologies  including  Active  Directory,  
Exchange  Servers  and  Instant  Communications.
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